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he Sports Turf Managers Association continues to grow and
reach out! At the conference I'll be looking to catch that
annual positive vibe.Lt's the nourishment I need to reenergize
for another grueling year out on the fields. Hopefully, you'll be
able to make the trek to Phoenix. Your bosses would find you soaking up
the powers of warm sunshine and helping STMA deliver great education,
networking with new and old friends, and celebrating noteworthy achievements by colleagues.
The culture of this association is very active because the level of involvement by you is high! STI\1A i~n't doing great work because we "just decided
it needed to be done." STMA's value is higll because members are deciding
that there's work to be done, they like the direction of that work, and they
can see how delivering it makes a difference. We have 18 committees in
ST1-lA with many of those having additional sub-committees. The amount
of work being done by committees is excepnonal.Ir's also exceptionally
important!
Dr. Martin Luther King, whose birthday we celebrate this month, once
said, "Life's most urgent question is, what are you doing for others?" Our
committee members can clearly answer this question with pride. In 2007,
more than 200 members invested time and talents into committee work.
That is a staggering number. The Strategic Plan is our work plan, I have to
admit, when we developed the plan last fall, the plan seemed very aggressive
and challenging. Even with our exceptional CEO, Kim Heck and the fabulous staff she has, T would not have bet we'd be this far along.
In association circles we have a small full-rtme staff Just running the
office is a handful! Kim and her staff have been amazing. The committee
chairs and members worked their tails off accomplishing tasks and pressing forward. Everyone of our committees is on target and on schedule.
We identified "education" as a main platform. The Information Outreach
Committee organized and pur together more pieces of education than I
thought could be done in 3 years! The Certification Committee had numerous items they wanted to accomplish and \'VOVv,are they working! Kim
Heck was asked to focus on creating alliances with other associations and
now STiVlA now has more partnerships than ever before. These are just
three small examples of the many T could illustrate.
It's time again to prioritize and refocus each committee's charge for
2008. Having members engaged and doing the work ensures STMA looks
and feels like "us."\Ve all want STIVIA to have great value to members and
to others in our industry. A strong STMA sells to all others that our profession, and your job, has great value, Please let Headquarters know if you'd
like to volunteer to serve on a committee. The work will not be burdensome,
but the results are vital to our future success. Volunteering will be extremely
gratifying, and you'll be answering life's most urgent question.
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